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FOUR OPEN AIR SFFES IN
EL PASO,TEXAS
D d d G. Anderson and E Suzanne Carter
CommonwalthAssodates, 1nc

This paper summarizes archaeological investigations at fourJomada Mogollon open air sites located
near El Paso, Texas. The fieldwork, by archamlogists from CommonwealthAssociates, Inc, took place in
February and May, 1978.The sites, designated LD1, D 2 , FSl and 1717, had been located during earlier
m e y s by archaeologists &om the El Paw Centennial Museum (Gerald 1977) and New Mexico State
University (Sudar-Murphy 1977a. 1977b). All four sites were located in the low desert environment of
eastern El Paso (Figure 1) in areas of proposed government funded housing project.. Because of the
Federal support for housing projects, Emironmental Impact Statements were required (National En&onmental Policy Act of 1969). The cultural resource EIS surveysdirected by Rex Gerald (1977) andToni
Sudar-Murphy (1977a, 1977b) located a number of sites, and the four discussed here were considered
significant enough to warrant funha work The US. Depamnent of Interior, Interagency Archaeological
Services-Denverlet connacn for and reviewedall aspects of the subsequent investigations.The conaward iselfaas made after all submined research proposals had been RTaluated by 1.43 personnel.

The purpose of the fieldwork was w mitigate the impact of the planned construction w each site. The
four sites, all surface anifact scat~ers,were located in the low desert of the Hueco Bolson. Two of the sites
( E l and 1717) were at the extreme southwestern edge of the Bolson, just above the Rio Grande
floodplain The othertwo (Dl
and 102) were in thewestcentralportion, abouteight miles northwestof
the river. While a large number of open air sites have beendiscwered in the H u m Bolson in recent years
(e.g.,whalen 1!77, i978), these &rare the h t t o k t o i n e d a n d r e p o r r e d i n d e t a i l . A n ~ i s ~ f t h e
internal smcture and com~ositionofeach site is presented togethawithadescription of fieldmethods
It is hoped that the analyu& procedures emploied here, anithe fieldmethods themselves, will prove
usehl in fumeworkat low desert sites. This paper, itshould besuessed, provides only an ovetview of the
investigations. Detailed repom on the fieldwork and -is
discussed here have been completed and
are available h m the government (Anderson and Carter 1980;Anderson, Caner, and F m e r 1979).

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Although contract archaeology is making substantial contributions to our howledge of prehiswry,
most of the previous archaeological research in the west Texas area has been carried out by amateur or
professional archaeologists working out of their houses or under the auspices of university teaching
postions. In the El Paso area work of this nature has k e n carried out for over tl&years by members of the
EI Paso Archaeological Society and by researchers kom local and swounding un~esities.Reviou.
researchon prehistoricsites in and around El Paso has documenteda 12,000year record of human activity
in the ~ u e &Bolson. This record has its beginnings in the late ~leistoceneand continues through the
Contact Era Rather than a single, unbroken cultural tradition, a number of &ent
societies with
divergent adaptation systems occupied the area over rime.
How and when the k t human population arrived in the Southwest is unknown.The earliest human
occupation of the New MariceTexas area dates to approximately 10,000B.C. and is represented by the
occurrence of distinctiveprojectile point types, such as Sandia,Clevis, Folsom andPlainview. These form
have been found in association with extinct Pleistocene fauna in the general region, although they are
more commonly reported as isolated surface finds with linle other evidence of habitation. The Paleo
Indian Era is thought w have been characterized by a highty mobile, huntinB/gathering way of life.
Remains from this paid are common throughout much of N o d America with a moderate amount of
evidence documenting the period in the Hueco B o b n andTularosa Basin (Quimby and B m k 1971;
Brook 1%8; Krone 1975;B&
1977).
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The Archaic Period dates between 6000 B.C. and AD. 200 in the Hueco/Tularosa arek The human
occupation of the region during this period is little understood, although it is generally thought to
represent a continuation of a hunting and gathering way of life, coupled with decreased group mobility
and an inaeased role of plant food in subsistence.Theearlypartof the period is a time ofreadaptation,as
the widespread extinctions of Pleistocene me&una necessitated some changes in hunting behavior.
The end of the glacial era also brought substantial shifts in climate and vegetation, forcing changes in
social patterns. Avariety of site tpes have been dated to the Archaic Period including burned rock loci,
lithic scatters, isolated heanhs, r d h e l t e r s and a fewcomplex camps. All of these sites share a complete
absence of ceramics (Cosgrove 1947 Lehmer 1948;Whalen 1977).
Around AD. 200 there was a shift away from the culture panems which d e h e d the Archaic taward a
more sedenrary style of settlemen&marked by the increasingly intensive cultivation of corn, squash and
beans. The period, referred to as theFormative, has been divided into three phases in thegenerd El Paso
area: the Mesilla, Dona Ana and El P m (Lehmer 1948:ll). The discovery of charred remains of
domesticated plant foodsindicates that subsistence, while still somewhat dependent on hunting and
gathering, had begun to indude Euming. The material culturecomplexofthe period includes recognizable structures,projecrilepointsof asize andshape indicatinguseofthe bow andarrow,finding took and
pottery. Inaeasing complexity in habitation sites is found as structures develop from single room
pithouses eariy in the period tomuldstagepuebloslater.Pouetystylesprogress from plain brownwares to
polychromepaintedvgselsaccompaniedbyan inaease in imponedstyles(Beckes 1977:174-184;Smiley
1977:127.26%Whalen 1977). The four sites reported here appear, on the basis of recovered artifbas, to
date to the Mesilla or later Phases.
The Formative Period ends about AD. 13501400,when an abandonment of the sedentarym y of life
apparently occurred. It is generally theorized that a climatic shift toward a more arid ecosystem made
farming untenable (Kelley 1952), although this is not well documented. Dwing the late Prehistoric and
early Historic Era, the El Paso area appears to have been occupied by small bands of nonsedmrary
huntersgatherers.

The four sites under discussionare located in eastern El Paso, in and at the edge of the HuecoBolson, a
quaternary alluvium filled basin bounded on the east and west by the Hueco and Franklin Mountains
respectively.Within theBolson, the terrain is quite &atand featurelessandslopes gently to thesouthwest
from 10 to 15 feet per mile. At the edge of the Bolson the ground quickly drops some 300 feet through
dissected terrain to the floodplain of the Rio Grande. Sites FSI and 1717 are locdted at the extreme
southwestern margin of the Hueco Bolson in an ecotonal area between the river floodplain and the low
deserc Sites W1 and LD2 are well within the low desert in the westcentral prrion of the Bolson.
?he Rio Grande flodplain is broad and moderately level in this area and is characterized
by rich, ferdle soils O m 1971:13). It is well suited for both agriculture and game and was probably
intensively exploited in the past Whalen's (1977, 1978) surveys in the Bolson proper, away b m the
floodplain,noted that the large sites tended to occvr at the base of the mountains, at least during later
times. The lower elevations of the Hueco Bolson in the area of sites ID1 and ID2 were apparently less
desirable areas for settlement rban either the Rio Grande floodplain or the mountain slopes.
Sites ID1 and ID2 were located in a comparatively tlat area, characterized by shmb stabilized sand
dunes which give the tenain a hummocky appearance (Figure 2). The l d i t y lies within Whalen's Low
Desert Environmental zone (l97:4). That zone ischaracterizedbyflat terrain, calcareous(Huecc-Wink)
soils and mesquite, yucca and snakeweed Sites FS1 and 1717were in areas quite similar in appearance;
althoughbelowthese sites the terrain is heaviiy erodedand drops offquiddy to theRioGrande.BothFS1
and 1717 were also located at the heads of prominent draws, which probably offered both seasonal
standing water and ready access to the floodplain. The low desert sites, in conuasc were well away from
the sueam channels where warn was only available in small pools after rains.
The LowDesert/Grassiand environment would have been suited to both hunting and seed collecting
activity. Valuable seed plants included mesquite beans and the seeds of annuals and grasses. These
resources would have been available in the summer and fall and suggest exploitation of the sites at that
time of the year (c.f O'Iaughlin 197/:188). Game animals present in the original environment included
jadmbbit (Lepuscdifornicm),cottontail rabbit (~ylvibgusp.)pronghorn (~nrilocqiwaamoicam)
and
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a variety of small mammals, reptiles and birds (O'Laughlin 1977). These species would have been
available much of the year; archaeological evidence suggests that rabbit was the most commonly
exploited animal (Whalen 197/:33). Optimum exploitation probably would have been in the late
summer and early fall, during the period ofgreatesr rainfall. Plant fruits and seeds would be ready for
harvest and the greater availabilityofwaterwould make collecting trips easier.The tempomy presence of
standing water in depressions after thunderstorms would facilitate both hunting and camping.
Lithic resources of value to prehistoric populations are believed to be relatively uncommon in the
general area(Whalen 19773). However, calcareouslumps ofcalichewerepresent in local soils andused
in heanhs Knappingrnaterialsexist in the formofsmallwatawom gravelsand includeobsidian(Apache
tears), chert and a variety of igneous and metamorphic forms. These may have been an easily exploited
such as
expedient raw material source; fine grained materials an4 particularly, larger lithic e,
hammer and grinding stones, appear to have been imponed from the mountains bordering the H u m
Bolson &omdistances of 15 to90 or more kilometers.Given these Ecctors, the fourpmjectsites appear to
have been located in an grvironment that warranted tempomy but not mended habitation and use.

Data recovery at the sites formed on the intensive s&e couection of all exposed artifacts, coupled
with extensivesubsurface testingandexcavationof features.Adaily field logwas maintained,color slides
and black and white photographs documented the operations. A transiG stadia rod and 30 m tape were
used for provenience control. Precise locations and description of all recovered artihcts,features and
excavation units are included in the final report Photographsof thevarious field procedures employed at
the btum encountered are given in Figures 3 through 6.
At three of the foursites, LDI, W2 andFS1,wherethe scatterswere relatively u n d i s m aconuokd
surface collenion procedure was used All artifacts encountered were piece ploned At the fourth site,
1717,the surface scaner hadbeen heavily disturbed by recent construction.A more general procedurewas
followedat this site, with a
r
t
i
bcollected by areas. The piece-plottingwas suaighdomd: all artihcts
were flagged and then the angle and distance from a fmed datum was recorded using a transit, tape and
stadia (Figures 3 and 4). Use of the stadiarod facilirated sighting and, in addition, provided an elevation
reading for each anktwhichwas used to prepare contour maps. Where the scatrer densitywas too high
to plot quid+ using a transit, two meter squares were laid out, and all the anifam within each were
plotted on special record sheets. Each attihawas numbadwith a permanent marker and a description
of the artifact, tcgether with relevant locating data (bearing, distance and elevation),was entered under
the number in the mapping log.

AtFS1 a total of 1129separate prehistoric artifactswerepieceploned in an areaofappraximately80,OGU
square m. The operation was completed in four days by a fourperson team. Site W1 was a tight cluster of
artifacts about 20 m acrass,while site ID2 was much larger and more W e (100 m in diameter). At site
artifacts were piece plotted and and at W2,81 were mapped Surface collection at each site took
approximately fwr h o w using a four person team.
In addition to the surface collection procedures, the deposits at each site were tested for subsurface

anifam and features. AI site W1 a series of test pits, trenches and small block units were opened Few
suhrface artifact.were found, although a ditfuse charcoal stain was encountered near the center of the
artifktscatter and may have been a weathered aboriginal h e a d . At ID2 and site 1717 shovel testingwas

employed; suspected features were probed andlor completeiy excavated One possible hearrh was
encountered at each site. At E l , 35 half-metertest pits were dispersed aaoss the site at 25 m intenals
alongone matgin (no&-south) and three minor (east-west);mes. Each unit at FS1 was openedto adepth
of &om5 to95 cm until cementedcalichewas reached, or until at least 20 an ofsterile deposits had been
encountered Afewpits were abandonedin loobesandsinareas of memeiy deep erosional (slopewash)
deposits. Only seven artifacts were recovered in the fill of these unie and none were encountered below
20 cm, indicating that the site was predominantly s&e scatter. N o artifacts were recovered in the
calcareous, cemented caliche; a r t i h found below the surface were invariably in loax, wind-blown
deposits. Twenty-nineone meter squares were also opened at FSl to check for subs*
features and
anifact concentrations. Eight units were opened in the center ofa large artifact concenuation (Cluster 2)
located in the northeast comer of the scatter, and 21 squares were openedwith about eight suspected
hearths noted in several pam of the site.

FIGURE 3

The four p e m n anifact piece-plotting ream at work at FS1, in the proposed Golf Rcsort Joinr Vcnrure Subdivision, El 12aso,
Tcxas. It was possiblc to piece-plot 60 or more artifacts per hour with one pcrson on the transit, one pcrson recording anglc and
distance information, one person holding the stadia rod, and one person cataloging rhe arrifacts. Over 90% oirhe 1129 aruiacts
piece-plotted in the FS1 assemblage were raped in; the distance ro the remaining surfacc artifacts werc derermincd by reading
stadia. Use of a stadia rod permitted elevation determina~ionat each artifact loci, iaciliraring sitc map preparation, as u d as
assisting aspects of the subsequent analysis focusing on possible posr-depositional disturhnce or spreading pauerns.

FIGURE 4

Artifact piece-plotting activity at Site FSI, in the proposed Golf Resort Joinr Venrure Subdivision, El Paso, Texas. Using a rransil, tape andlor stadia [he locations oiaJ1 observed surface artifac~sand reaturcs wcrr plottcd on the sire. Because of the cxlenr of
the scatter the transit was relocared several times. it is shoun here ar Datum 5 in [he northcast corner oilhe sire, in a rich potrcq
and lithiccluser. To the norrh and below the site may be wen rhe relarively flar, dune-covered terrain characrerisric oithis parr o i
rhe Hueco Bolson.

FIGURE 5

Possible hearth area locared in the sourhwesrcrn part of sire FSl, in rhc proposed Golf Rcsorr Joinr Vcnturc Subdivision, El Paso,
Texas. Tight surface scatters ofangular rock fragmenrs such as this arc uncommon in tht Hueco-Wink soils ofrhe area, and arc
frequently found, upon testing, to represenr hearths. This clusrer was found in close proximity ro t h r c ~El l'aso brown body
sherds and four unmodified fragmenrs of debitage (Arrifacts #996-1002).
Upon resting, however, no subsurface arr~facrs
or staining was noted, suggesting complete erosionldeflation, or else a natural formation. The presence of arrifacrs in rhe immediate area suggests that the feature was a hearrh, and rhar charcoal staining, evidence for a hearrh function, has probably rroded away.

FIGURE 6

Hearth 4, upon exposure and senioning, in rhe proposed Golf Resorr Joinr Venrure Subdivision, El Paso, Texas. The hearth was
roughly 80 cm in diameter and basin shaped cxrcnding to 12 cm below rhe modern ground surface. The base of this kature was
charaaerized by a compact, reddish colored sand, a condition probably brought on by rhc firing. Approximarcly 3 kilograms of
burned rock was present in the Gll, rogether with a number of small charcoal flecks, and one small piece ofcherr debirage. No artifacts were observed on the snrface in the immediate vicinity, which is surprising since another recognizable heanh ($5) was
detected only l.5m to [he northaesr.

Suspectedheanhswere characretizedby tight s&e scattersof angular rockfragments,usuallybumed
caliche (Figure 5). During the intensive swface collection, suspected hearth areas were f l a d Seven
discretecl&ters of b u m e d r d w e r e lmtedat FS1, one ofwhichwas found to contain two h-egths upon
excavation.At each suspected hearth cluster, the locations of all rock kagtnentswererecorded The area of
the scatter was then shovel skimmed and if subsdace rock fragments, charcoal staining or artihm were
encountered,a series of one meter squares were laid out over the area and then excavated. All fill kom
these unitswas passed through !i
inch mesh; soil sampleswereretained if subsurface charcoal stainingor
fired clay lenses were encountered (Figure 6). Individual fragments of caliche were also observed in a
number of lmtions, particularly at the north end of the site, suggesting that the number of h e a d
originally present onFS1 may have been somewhat higher.Given thesparsevegetationcover anddeflated
termin over much of the site, it is probable that some hearth stains may have weathered away
ANALYSIS RESULTS

Site FS1 extended over approximately 80,000 square meters, along the aest and upper slopes of an
erodedridgeline(Figure7).Thescamwas not continuous,but insteadwasfound to consist of at least 12
separate dusters that varied considerably in both size and content (Figure 8). A fair number of isolated
a t r i b were also noted over the area The majority of the assemblage occurred at the northern and
e a s m margin of the ridge defining the scatter, in level areas overlookingerosional channels or dropo&.
Several clusters were also located away kom the edge of the aest and southem slope of the ridge; but
these were considerably smaller and had fewer artifacts than those on the ridge margin.
A total of 1286prehistoric artifactswere recoveredat Rl in 1978:148potsherds, 102flaked stone tools,
1028 pieces of debitage and core fragments and eight pieces of ground stone. Five hammerstone
fragmentswere induded in the debitage total since all were recycledcores. Of the wtal. 1129were pieces
ploned to exactprovenience and the remainder came h m test units or from d i s m areas.

lkelveseparate dusters were recognizedwithinthe general scatter and most appeared tobegenerally
undisturbed (Figure 8). Much of the site assemblage, in fact, appears to consist of primary refuse (cf.
Schiffer 1976:30) or artifam lost or dLsposedat or near their place of use. Two approacheswereused in the
analysis and interpretation of the site assemblage. Firs6 the entire scatter was viewed collectively as a
single assemblage w delimit and evaluateits general properties. Second, individual concenmtionswithin
the scatter were examined on the assumption that these clusters reflected specific component or activity
areas.
One hundred forty-eight potsherdswere recuveredatFS1,themajoriry(N=133,89.8%)in duster2 in the
northeast comer of the site.'Ihe remaining sherds (N=15,10.1%)were scatteredsingiy or in twos or threes
in other areas. Cluster 2 was the only ponery concentration noted at FS1 and may well be the source of at
least some of the isolated sherds found on other pans of the site.
All of the sherds found at FSl were fragments of plain El Paso Brown vessels. The assemblage was
identical to the type description for El Paso Brown provided by Whalen (1977:154) for sherds from the
Hueco Bolson. The entire ceramic assemblage from the siteweighedappraximatelyonekilogram, about
the weight of a single small jar. Pottery use at FSl does not, therefore, appear to have been particularly
extensive and it may have been resrricted to one or a few periods of site use, as suggestedby the localized
distribution. A number of sherds had dark grey exterior surfaces suggesting use in a fire, possibly tn
cookingorseedparching.The pesence ofsherdswith darkened interior surfaces suggestinguse in a fire,
possibk in cooking or seed parching. The presence of sherds with darkened interior surfaces or both
barken& exterior and interi&surfac& that fitwith lighter-coloredsherds,however, also argues forat least
some accidental ( p o s t - b r w e ) firing.
It is pmbable that any of several different functions may have characterized the use of the site vessels:
These vessels were probably used for many different pluposes,
includingwtercaniers, containers for long and short-termstorage of
dry goods and liquids and food preparation (Smiley 19m61).
Given the absence of neatby permanent water, pottery jars might have been used for water storage;
alternatively, they may have been used w any, store or prepare food
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(E.P.C.M. 31:106:7:25)
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The flake tool and debitage assemblage at FS1were predominantlychemwith minor amounts of eight
other raw material categories (Table 1). Slightly over half of the toral assemblage was characterized by
adhering cortex, and many of theprimqcores and secondafy flakeswere large enough to permit accurate
reconstruction of the ori@ raw material masses (prior to reduction). Much of the FSl debitage
assemblage appeared to derive from the hard hammer reduction of small p e l s and cobbles weighing
approximately 100 to 2M) grams.
The entire debitage and flake tool assemblage at El appears to represent expedient, opportunistic
reduction (c.L Binford 1975242-243),that is, the manufacture, use and d i d (with no evidence for
curation) of stone tools at one location with raw materials found at that location The majority of the
surviving archaeological record at FS1 points to hits kind of lithic technology, b t h in terms of debitage
(reduction ofdebris from local cobbles) and tools (predominantlyunifaceswithminimaleffort expended
in manufacture). The nature of the indusay, focusing on the reduction of small cobbles and gravels,
suggests that some or all of the site assemblage may derive from local o u m h deposits.
One hundred ten stone implements were recovered at El: 102 flake tools (including five hammerstones and hammerstone frdgments) and eight ground stone hgments. The entire tool assemblage was
aude with fewwell made tools present; the latter were usually teardrop endscrapers or biface fragments
(Figure 9). Tool manufacture and use on the site appears to be highly expedient with most selection
directed towards larger flakes. Raw material selection for flaked tools at FS1 did not appear to differ from
the selecrion &dent with the debitage assemblage.
Functional analysisof individual flake tools focused on overall artifact morphology,working edge angle
and edge damage. Few formal tool types were recognized, such as "teardrop" endscrapers or hafted
spokeshaves.Much of the tool assemblage, in fact, occurred on otherwise undistinguished fragments of
debitage. The majority of the Baked tool assemblage (N=193, 91.2%) was charanerized by unifacial
retouch. One intact biface and two biface fmgmentswere recovered,together with six pieces of debitage
with bifacially worn edges.
The remaining nonflaked stone tools recovered at FS1 were hammerstones and hammerstone fragments (N=5) and ground stone tool fragments (N*). All of the hammerstones appear originally to have
been quite small, under 100grin weight (Figure 10).Allalso have had one or more flakes detached from
their surface, indicating that the raw material had been tested or used for a core. The eight ground stone
a r t i h were all small fragments and all but one were found in the northeast comer of the site in or near
C h t e r 2,wkre most of the potmywas also found Functional interpretation is difficult to ascribe, but use
of the ground stone in plant processing appem possible. It should be noted that a similar association of
pottery and ground stone was also observed at site LDI.
Relative temporal placement of the Fjl assemblage may be inferred %omthe nature of the artifact
assemblage. The ceramics, which were largely restricted to Cluster 2, consisted entirely of El Paso Brown
sherds. l l e undecorated neck, smooth finish and Battened lips on these sherds are all chaclcteristic late
MesiUa Phase amibutes (Whalen 1979,personal communication). The absence of distinctive or painted
(El Paso Polychrome) rims also argues against later site use (Whalen 1977:153).Whalen (1977:145) has
also sugggted that sites charanerized by diverse lithic assemblages with materials of a quality similar to
that noted at FSI (finegrainedwith good w i n g potential) are more typical of Mesilla than El Paso
Phase sites. Given this line of reasoning, the FSl assemblage,and most of its constituentsubclusters,may
reflect Mesilla Phase use. It should be cautioned, however, tbat lithic procurement and use patterns have
not been examined in detail between El Paso, Mesilla and other period sites in the area Use of lithic raw
material quality as a method for dating, therefore, must be viewed as only a tentative procedure.
A single well made "teardrq" endscraper (Figure 10:p) was found isolated in the northeastern pan of
the site and may date to the Archaic Period The care expended in its production makes it almost unique
on the site and the general form is reported %omPaleeIndian and Archaic assemblages in the area (e.g.,
Quimby and Brook I%?; Beckes 1977), although they also occur in later periods as well (Wheat
1955:136). One intact arrow point and one arrow point fmgment were also recovered on the site (Figure
9:gr) from Clusters 3 and 6. These were qpologically unidentifiable,although almost unquestionably of
post Archaic age. Several periods of site use dating to the Mesilla Phase are suggested by the data, with
earlier or later components probably present as well.

Table 1. Incidence of raw material types by
cluster and over the entire scatter,
Site FS1, flake tools and debitage.
Raw Material
Cluster

Chert

Artifacts
Outside
of

195/22
(70.7)

hate

Obsidian Quartzite Chalced. Sandstone Siltstone Basalt Rhvolite TOTAL

(percent of total)
Number of FlakdNumber of Tools
Number of Tools = 102
Number of C o w and Nonretouched Debitage Fragmenb = 1028
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Examined collectively, the 12 dusters were found to be surprisingly homogeneous in terms of
associated lithic raw materials (Table 1).Very little difference in the proportional occurrence of specific
raw materials was evident over most of the clusters, suggesting a consistent pattern of raw material
selection and/or use, possibly constrained by local sources.That is, aboriginal groups using the FSl area
appear to have exploited whatever materials were at hand, possibly in propottion to their natural
occurrence.
The analysis was also directed toward delimiting the possible activities represented by each scatter.
Using nearest neighbor (Haggen 1%6:231-2331,"shared tool" (Hanson and Goodyear 1975) and other
measures, the spatial distributionandassociationsof anifam and featureswithin individual dusterswere
examined A detailed discussion of each cluster is included in the project report (Anderson and Carter
1980); the results of these examinations are summarized here. In briec the 12 concentrations were all
found to resemble W e n ' s (1977321) "small a n y " site type, reflecting use "on a temporary or oppottunistic basis . .. these sites are assumed tobespecial activity,nonresidential areas."Thisdefinition is
similar to the concept of extraction, o r i g ~ ~ Iformulated
ly
by Binford and Biriford (1%6).
Eleven of the 12 clusters, and indeed most site use, appears directed exclusiveiy towards huntingibut.
chering related activity.All but one of the dusterswere, in hq characterized by little more than debitage
and few(if any) flake tools; pottery, ground stone, and even evidence for features (i.e.,hearths) was only
rarely observedatEl.Due to ageneral absence of assemblagevariability(i.e., little but debitage present
in most clusters), spatial analyses directed towards delimiting associations between differing categories
were inappropriate in all but a fewcases. In one duster, however, where bothacute andsteepangled flake
tools were recovered, some evidence for a lack of spatial association of the two categories was noted
(Figure 11).This may suggest somewhat differentpatterns of use and/or discard for the acute as opposed
to the steep-angled tool (at least within this cluster). In turn,this may correspond to a slight spatial
distinction in activities.

Only one cluster at FS1 exhibited a somewhat more diversified assemblage; this was Cluster 2, a small
concentration of poaety, ground stone tool fragments, both acute and steepangled tlake tools, and
debitage that was locdted in the northeast comer of the site (Figure 8). Beause the Cluster 2 area was
parually disturbedby consuuction activity,no spatial analyseswere attempted The range and diversityof
artifacts, however, suggests a greater range of activities (or more intensive use) than is suggested by the
assemblages from the other clusters. Cluster 2 closely resembles the saner found at site ID1 (dimmed
below), and a similar function, possibly an mended camp where both hunting and plant processing
activitiesoccurfed,ispossible.Afunctiona1dichotomy in the use of the FS1 area is suggestedbytheoverall
analysis,with both larger and smaller camps indicated, and a possible spatial separation of huntinghutchering and plant processing activities.
Site LD1 (EP.CM 31:106;3:1803)
The W1 assemblagewas characteikedbya 20 meter diameter scatter of lithic and ceramic artifactson a
slight rise in the low desert of the Hueco Bolson (Figures 1,2).A toral of 158 prehistoric artifam were
recovered at Dl;82 sherds, 10 flaked stone tools, 56 debirage and core hgments, four hammerstones
and six pieces ofgroundstone. Examples of these artifactsare illustrated in Figure 12.The ceramicswere
all fragments of El Paso B m andcame kom one or twovessels. The flake tool and debitage assemblage
was predominantty chert with minor amounts of obsidm, quamite, sandstone, basalt and rhyolite.

Most of the lithic assemblage appeared to derive from the casual reduction of cobbles, leaving a u d e
bifacial or b l e cores. As at FS1, the entire debitage and flake tool assemblage appears to represent
opportunistic reduction, possibly employing local gravels.The W e tool assemblagewas audewith little
care evident in manuFacture. Expedientuse ofwhateverwas at hand is suggestedwithno evidence for the
m a n u b e , resharpening or discard of elaborate tools, such as bifaces or endscrapers. The four
hammerstones include one specimen that may have been used as a maul to pulp plant remains,whilethe
ground stone tool assemblage includes one definite mano (Figure 12, 1). The ground stone tool
assemblage, although small,was composed of three Merent rawmaterials, each with diEerent grinding
properties. More than one grinding function may, therefore, have been conducted at the site.
The recovered aftifam indicate at f a t one period of site use, probably during the later Mesilla Phase.
No evidence for more than this major period ofusewas found The number ofvisits to the loci reflected by
the aftifamremains unknown Functional analysis of the site'sartifactsdocuments expedient fkkedstone
tool manufachlre, use and discard, two or more grinding mks and food or liquid storage or preparation.
The presence of fire staining implies food preparation and/or overnight camping
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SITE FSI ,CLUSTER 6: ACUTE AND STEEP
ANGLED FLAKE STONE TOOLS SPATIAL
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FIGURE 12

Lithic and ccramic artifacts from sites LDI and LD2. a-d. retouched flake took, site LDZ;
e. El Paso Polychrome body sherd, site LD2; f. El Paso Brown rim sherd, site LDI; g.
hammerstone fragment reused as a flakc tool, site LD1; h-j. retouched flake cools, site
LD1; k hammerstone, site LD1; 1. mano-like grinding tool, site LD 1.

Proveniences:

(a) LD2-20 (b) LDZ-21 (c) LDZ-8 (d) LDZ-3 (c) LDZ-81 (f) LD1-64 (g) LDI-87 (h)

LDI-59 (i) LD1-I35 (j)LD1-61 ( k ) LDI-83 (I) LDI-63

The Dl anifactswere examined collectively, as an assemblage, to further resolve patterns of site use.
Through the use of the Hanson and Goodyear (1975) ' ' s h e d tool" m e t h a the spaual associations
between pottery, flake tools andgroundstone tools were examined at Dl (Figures 13-15).No significant
spatial association of flaked and ground stone tools (Figure 13), or of Haked stone tools and pottery
(Figure 141, was detected through use of the shared tool method (Anderson, Carter, and Farmer
197950-57).Potterywas found to be strongly associated with ground stone tools; however, with the
degree ofoverlapocaming fewerthar~two times in 100by chance(Figure 15).The analysis indicated that
the activity producing the ground stone tool distribution occurred in the same area h e r e the pottery
vessel fragments occur. This additionallysuggests that the two arthct categories may have been in use at
the same time or in the samegeneral function The flakedsme tools, in contrast, may have been used in
activities different from or temporally separate from the use of ground stone and p~ttery.
The flakedstone tool assemblage,primarily acuteangled cuttingtools, may have been used to butcher
game animals. At least some of the ground stone tools were probably used to process plant foods;the
potteryvessel may have been used IJJ store these foodsor storewater for use in the grinding process.What
is interesting about thespatialadyses is that they point to two differingactivities,one possibly related to
hunting and the other to plant pmessing within a scatter under 20 m-in diameter.

The 102 assemblage was characterized by a lightscatter of lithic and ceramic artifamrecovered from a
100 m diameter area between sand dunes in the flat, low desert of the Hueco B o h n (Figure 2).
Atotalof97prehistoric~werere~0veredfrom
them2 area:25 sherds. fkeflakedstone toolsand
67 debitage and core fragments. One hearthwas found and excavated; it had twoRakes in the fill.All of the
sherds on the site were plain finished brown body sherds that matched the type description for El Paso
B m ( W e n 1977:1953). A single body herd of El Paso Polychromewith a red and blackgeometric
designwas foundsome200 mwest of the site. Of the72 lithicadacts recoveredat LD2, mostwere chert
(N=48),with one or a few fragments each of obsidian, quanzite, chalcedony,sandstone, siltstone, basalt
and rhyolite. Considerable variation in raw material color and texture was d d e n t wer the assemblage,
resembling the FSl and LDl materials in diversity andapparent reduction technology. Mmt of the artifacts
also appeared to derive from the reduction of small cobbles or gravels, similar to the pattern noted at the
other two sites
Few toolswere observed in the ID2 assemblage. Five flakes exhibited edge damage from probableuse
as a tool, and one core hagment had a small zone of battering from possible use as a hammerstone. This
was the only possible hammer or ground stone tool noted None of the tools were well made and, at the
other sites, casual raw material selection, manufacture and use are indicated The only temporally
diagnostic artifacts from the LD2 area were El Paso Brown sherds, indicating a Formative age. Asingle
sherd of El PasoPolychromewas also found some 200 mwest of the site. 'Ibis type is a basic marker for the
El Paso Phase ( W e n 1977:153),andsuggets postAD. 1OOO use of the a r k ~ e c a u s ite was found ata
considerable disrance from the site boundaries, however, it cannot provide a reliable age for the LD2
assemblage. The LD2 Iirhics included a variety of h e - m e d raw maierials,
Michael Whalen
(1978, personal communication)who brieEy inspectedtheassemblage,to suggest aMesillaPhase age. It
shouldbecaurioned, however, that patterns &i&c raw materialselection o v & m e in the area remain to
be documented through quantitative analysis. The site is tentatively interpreted as dating to the Mesilla
Phase, although earlier and particularly later (El Paso Phase) components are possible.
Stoneworking and ponery use could be inferred from the W2 artifact assemblage, but speclfic activities
or artifact associationswere obscure.The spatial disnibution of the site artifamwas, therefwe, examined
in an effort to delimit components, activity areas or artifact assemblages within the scatter.
The analysis did not document significant positive associations between major site artifaa categories.
No associationwas notedbetween the pottery and the flakedstone tools, apartern similar to that noted at
Dl (Anderson, Carter, andFarmer 197962).More interesting,a significant negative relationship (indicatd and the site
ing a complete lack of spatial association) was observed between all n o ~ e t o u ~ h elithics
potmy assemblage (Figure 16).This suggests that at LD2, the use of potterywas spatiallydisaete kom the
use of Baked stone. This implies use of the two artifact catcaregoria in separate functions, possibly
temporaYr as well as spaually disaete.
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FIGURE 14
SITE LD 1: POTTERY AND
FLAKE TOOL SPATIAL
COASSOCIATION ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 15

SITE LD 1: POTTERY AND
GROUND STONE TOOL
SPATIAL COASSOCIATION
ANALYSIS
(EMPLOYING THE HANSON-GOODYEAR "SHARED-TOOL" METHOD)
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FIGURE 16
SITE W 2: POTTERY AND ALL LITHIC
ARTIFACTS SPATIAL COASSOCIATION
ANALYSIS
(EMPLOYING THE HANSON-GOODYEAR "SHARED
TOOYMETHOD)
ARTIFACT DATA

The W2 site assemblage is tentafively interpreted as reflecting at least two separate activities, one
involving pottery and the other flaked stone tools. Given the extent and random distribution of artifacts
within the scatter, several separate instances of site use appear to have occurred The small number of
artifacts and the presence of only a single feature suggest that site activities may have been conducted by
relatively small groups staying short periods of time. The presence of pottery sug~eststhat plant
processing may have occurred in the area The absence ofground stone tools, however, suggests that this
activity may have been less imponant than at LD1. Use of the area for plant collection rather than actual
grinding may have occurred The presence of pottery may alternatively reflect its use for canteens in the
area or as a container for carrying or processing food The lithic assemblage suggests that hunting and
some tool manufacture and/or maintenance occurredon the site,but again, a less intense use thanat W1
or FSl is infmed by the low density of tools and debris. The overall ID2 record suggests repeated
short-term use of the area, possibly with few visits lasting even overnigh6 suggested by the g e n d
absenceofhearrhs. The scatte~may,therefore,reflect actual resource collectionwith materials returned to
more concentrated sites like W1 or Cluster 2 at El for additional processing.

The fourth site examined in the El Paso area (called "Site 1717" here for convenience)was a muidacre
surface scatter of prehistoric hearths, lirhic and ceramic artifacts, located on the extreme southwestern
marginoftheHueco Bolson (Figure 17).Thesitewas located in the proposedVillageEast Estates housing
subdivision and was discwered in March 1977 by archaeologists from the Archaeology Research Laboratory, ElPasoCentennial Museum, the University ofTexas at El Paso, under the direction ofDr. Rex Gerald
(1977).
Site 1717 was in a major ecotone at the edge of the flow desert and the Rio Grande floodplain. The
scatter itself extended for s e v d hundred meters along the edge of the B o h n in relatively flat terrain,
characterized by mesquite stabilized sand dunes. Immediately below the site, the terrain was highly
dissected and was characterized by irregular ridges and erosional channels dropping down into the Rio
Grande floodplain. The main channel of the river itself is some fwe miles to the southwest The site
overlooked the upper reaches of the Jesuit Draw,a major pathway to the river floodplain and an
intermittent source ofwater. The site was also just to the south of a large, shallow depression in the low
desert that may have been an old playa The highly diverse local environment might help explain both the
presence and the unusual extent to this site.
The 1977survey concluded that Site 1717wassignificdnt enough towarrant nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places. Additionally, a program of field data r e c w q w a s proposed to mitigate the
planned destruction of the site (Gerald 1977:37). Plans for a program of evaluation and tesdng were
initiated under the direction of InteragencyArchaeological Services-Denver.Mr. Roy Reaves, the IAS field
reviewer during theMay 1978Commonwealth mitigation at site E l , visited thesite 1717 area and found
that it had been heavily diswbed by construction activity. Accordingly,Mr. Reaves asked the Commonwealth archaeologists, who were working a mile or so south on site E l , to conduct brief salvage
collections from the Site 1717area On May 13,four m e m k of the project teamvisited the site andmade
a collection.
The site, as report& was heavily disturbed Almost all of the area illustratedas the original extent of the
site inGerald's (1977) surveyreport had been leveled. Given the extent ofclearing,detailedpiece plotting
was not attempted; although in interdunal areas at and below the edge of the terrace such a procedure
might have resolvedsmall clusters like those found at FSl.Anifam were recovered from four areas along
the edge of the terrace where remains were visible on the surface. These collection areas were spaced
roughly30 m apanandwere tied to a nearby fenceline and other IandmarIcsby acompass andpacing.Al1
visible artifam were collected in each area;a general surface collection pmedurewas employed A single
dusterofgraycalichewas found and shovel tested, but nocharcoal, firedclay or artifam were recovered
Although this scatter may have been a hearth, the deposits were too deflated to conclusivelydemonstrate
this. The locations of the collection areas and the probable hearth are illustrated on the general
topographic map of the site area
The Site 1717data assemblage included a range of lithic and ceramic anifaas and, prior to disturbance
by recent construction,was probably an aggregateof individual activityareas like siteFS1.The single most
unusual artifact recwered from the surface was the base of a Folsom point, found near collection area 3
(Figure 18). The Fragment exhibited well-defined flutes on both k e s and fme pressure flaking on the
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base and margins The artifact was composed of a fme-grained brawn chert that was almost waxy in
appearance and texture. Both margins were lightly ground and the biface was transversely broken moss
the lower blade, suggestingimpact damage.One ear was alsomissing;the werall artifictweighs2.5 grams
and measures 22 mm (maximum thickness). The only unusual feature was a slight nipple on the base,
perhaps h m manufactwe.
The artifact assemblage recwered h m Site 1717 during the 1977 and 1978 visits included few
diagnostics, but did include a Folsom base and sherds of El Paso Brown pottery, documenting P a l e
Indian and Formative (Mesilla Phase?)use. No evidence for buried depositswas discernible, and the site
appearsto have been confinedto the s b e . Gwen themtiability in artifact forms in the surviving salvage
collection, the damage the site has sutfered in the recent past is highly unformnate.
PBEHISIY)RICUSE OF THE HUECO BoISONhDW DE3ERT MARGIN

The 1978 field work at LDl, LD2,FS1 and Site 1717 focused on four of the many scatters of artifacts
locatedwithintheHuecoBolson.While similar sites have been discwered throughout thegeneral region,
few have been examined or reported in detail. Until recentiy, Southwest archaeology has focused on the
large and comparativelyglamorous pithouse, pueblo or rochhelter sites at the expense of smaller and
more mundane open air sites. Modem studies that incoqmrate data from a diversity of emimnmentai
zones and encompass all recognizable site types are producing viable, reasonably complete pictures of
aborigml settlement subsistence, that previously could not have been accurately drawn (cf Goodyear
Prehistoricsurface scatters are not uncommon in thevicinity of El Paso. Inspection of local field survey
reports indicates that isolated finds or small clusters of artifacts are ubiquitous, both in the immediate
pmject area and throughout the region. Whalen's (1977,1978) surveys in the Fort Bliss Milicuy Resena.
tion, for example, recorded 1835 archaeological sites within or at the margin of the Hueco Bolson, all
within 25 miles of the four sites discussed here. The majority ofwhalen's sites (N=1622or 88.4%)were
dassifiedas small camps or temporary activityareas andwere chammized by assemlagescomparable to
those noted at ID1 or in the 12 major adact dusters at FSl.
Most of the small camps and activity areas reported by Whalen could not be confidently dated to a
specificperiod;of 1622small camps,only290 (17.9%)could be identified to aparticularphase.Asimilar
pattem was evident wer the four project sites, where only two concentfatim (ID2 and Cluster 2 at El)
could be fairly confidentlyidentified or dated to the Mesilla Phase.The remaining concentrations and the
artifacts outside of these clusters, however, were for the most part of uncertain age. Scattered El Paso
Brown sherds plus arrow-like bifaces and hgments indicated a Formative age for several additional
dusters,however, possibly dating to theMesiUaPhase(dueprimarilytoan absence of ElPaso Polychrome
sherds). A Paleo-Indian component at Site 1717 was suggested by the presence of a Folsom base; the
presence of a few well made tools at FS1 indicates possible Archaic components.

The major anifact concenuations at the four sites appear to represent short-term biotic resource
extraction srations; the more dispersed scatters and isolated artifacts probably reflect less intensive

(archaeoloaically almost invisible) activity areas. The maiority of the clusters, and indeed most site use,
appears dirdirkt0wards hunting/butche& related activity. Only two possible plant processing areas
were observed wer the four sites: at ID1 and incluster2 at El.Those two clusterswere characterizedby
the presence of pottery, ground stone tool -ens,
both acute and steep angled flake tools and
debitage. The remaining dusters were, for the most part, dlaracterizedby little more than debitage and a
few (if any) tlake tools.
All of thesites fitwhalen's (19TI:21)dgcriptionof small campswhichhe intapretedonnomidential
special activity areas. Both ID1 andLD3 are interpretedas temporary exffaction stations for the collection
andpossiblypreliminaryprocessingofleguminousseeds andrabbits.ID1 ismoreconcentfated (spat&'
restricted) than ID2 and mayrepresent astaging area,withsites like ID2 reflecting actual kill sites or plant
collection areas. SitesFSl and 1717,in contrast,appear to represent aggregatesof s d l temporarycamps,
rather than the remains of larger or more permanent settlements.
The small camp or activity area. by itself, appeacs to be a very common manifestitation in the general
region Sites suchas FS1 and 1717,characterized by an appreciable number of small camps, appear to be
much less common.Whalen's (1977,1978) site hierarchy, in fact, doesnot includethis particular type,and

sites like FS1 (multiple extraction loci) are desdbed in terms of their constituent clusters. large scatters
reflecting repeated short-term use appear to be definitely uncommon; only two were located in the
surveys of the subdivision uam which led to the 1978 mitigation activity and both were regarded at the
time as highlysignificant(Sudar-Murphy1977a;Gerald 1977).Sites likeFS1, chmerizedby the remains
of numerous camps, reflect highly favored, revisited locations. Much of the surrounding t e d , in
connasf saw only infrequent visitation, producing an archaeological record characterized by isolated
artihcfs,scatters or small camps.
The repeated use ofboth the FS1 andsite 1717 areas appears due to a combination of factors.The sites
are in places suited for hunting, plant processing and lithic raw material exploitation. The sites are also
located on a major ecotone just below the edge of the Hueco Bolson, at the int&e between the low
desefl and the Rio Grande floodplain. They also overlook the upper reaches of major draws which are
intermittent watercourses that may have proven important transportation arteries through the rotling,
dessicated terrain between the river and the low desert of the Hueco Bolson. The main channel and the
tributaries of the draws also may have been areliable source ofwater duringwenerperiodsand may have
supported richer vegetation and game communities than the surrounding terrain.
Over all four scatters, site use appears to be focused on relatively short-termhunting, gathering and
plant processing activity.~lakedstone toolsappear to be spatiallydiscrete kompouety andgroundstone,
thus allowing an argument for differing function areas. A functional dichotomy in the use of small low
desert sites E, therefore, proposed and can serve as a major research hypothesis for future work in the
Hueco Bolson. Small exnaction stations, it is argued, may exhibit (amongother functions) archaeological
evidence for hunting or plant collecting/processing activity or both. These activities huthermore, may
occur over diierent seasons. Given the absence of permanent water and the seasonality of potentially
exploitableplant resources, summer or fall plant collectingis infened Use ofthe areaatother timesof the
yearwould probably have been directed towards hunting activily or shon-termtravel camps. Populations
exploiting the project area were probably based along either the Rio Grande or in or near the Hueco or
FranklinMountains.The foursites appear to havebeen located in environmentsrhatwarranted t e m p o q
but not extended habitation and use.

AR~LOGICAL
CORRELATES OF
SPEWAL PURPOSE SlTES IN THE LOW DESERT

In the examination of the four projm assemblagesan immediate problem that arosewasresolvingwhat
constitutes a "specializedextraction station." Following the workofW/halen( 1 9 7 ; 19-R), Beckesc 197777)
and others in theHueco/Tularosaarea.and t h e e d o a l and or theoretical studiesbyCoodyear( lT5).
Binford(1973). BinfordandBmford( 1%) andHouseandWogarmu!(19'8). the followingarchaeological correlates (test implications) of short-term extraction statiok in the low desert are advanced:
1. Relatively few artifactc.
2. No evidence for permanent structures.
3. A restricted or specialized tool assemblage.

4. Little evidence for the manufactureof stone tools from extralocal raw materials. Evidence for
tool manufacture using local raw materials may be present
5. Small overall site sue.
6. Loation near the resource exploited
7. Few or specialized features (i.e., blinds, he&, roasting pits).
Any or all of these attributes may indicate the presence of a specialized extraction station; these
implications,it should be emphasized are hypothetical andshould be refined throughwork at a number
of sites in the general project area 'Ihrough careful, detailed investigation, archaeological correlates of
Bmaction stations may be developed for the area, including correlates of specific activities. While it is
probable, for example, thatthe presence ofstone cuningtmls implies huntin&utcheringaaivityor that
the occurrence of grinding tools suggest plant pmessing, these assumptions need to be tested Given
functional interpretation of individual sites and activity areas, it should prwe possible to greatly refine
existing models of ab~rigmd~enl&ent (%den 1977,1978).

THE UTIUTY OF CONTROLIJiD COLLECllON
AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS IN SITE -ATION
In addition to advancinga number of ideas about past aboriginal lifeways,this project has alsosought to
demonstrate the utility and importance of controlled data collection and analysis procedures. It is
believed that these methods can help to maximize the information return From surface archaeological
sites. They can be accomplished comparativelyquickly and efficiendy, and provide a wealth of information that would be lost with more general collection and analytic efforts.
The value of piece plotting of surface artihcts was immediately apparent since it served to delimit
patterning within the overall scatters, revealing the form of discrete concentrations. It is highly doubtful
that a traditional, general collection procedure or even a controlled collection using complete recovery
within predetermined grid squares or circle units would effectivelydelimit all or perhaps even a majority
of the clusters. A more general method would incontrovertibly remove all evidence as to how these
clusterswere formed an4 after abandonment, how they were &ected by post depositional modification
agencies such as erosion or collection.
The 1978 El Paso projects served to illustrate the utility of piece plotted data to a variety of research
questions. A major consideration in the use of the procedure, however, should be its relative cost
effectiveness.At FS1 the entire ten acre site scatter was piece plotted in approximately 120 person hours.
Because a transit and stadia were used data for a site map were generated simultaneouslyas elevarional
data was also recorded Based on the time needed to locate and flag all of the site artifacts, a general
uncontrolledsurface collection over the areawouldprobably have taken between 10and20person hours
or 10 to 20% of the piece plotting time. The resulting data set, however, a 10 kilogram sack of anifacts,
would be of little interpretive value. The time spent laying out and collecting conmlled sample grid or
circle units, in conaast, would probably take from 40 to 60 person hours, based on the time it took to lay
out the grid for the dispersed subsurface tests. While such a collection procedure might provide a
representative sample of site anifacts, itwould still fail to document the spatial patterning that might exist
between individual artifacts. Thus, while subclusters might be revealed, their internal compositionwould
still be destroyed
The 1978 El Paso project dearly documents that the complete (piece plotted) data recovery at surface
sites, while somewhat more time consuming than general or sample collection methods, produces
analytically superior data sets. The less precise collection procedures, in conaast, serve to obscure or
confound effective anthropological and archaeological investigation rather tban to &ce
i t Data
collection,it is argued, shouldseek to maximize information return. The informationgained through the
minor increase in collection time must be balanced against the irrwccable information loss which must
accompany more general methods.
The 1978 projects also provide some insight into the applicability of certain fonns of spatial analyses
under conditions common to a large pan of the southern United States. The "shared tool" process, in
particular,appears to be a useful method for the analysis of small surfacescattemAtLD1,LD2 andFS1, the
procedure helped resolve possible activity areas within the artifact clusters, these activity areas, it should
be add& were not readily apparent in the general analyses of the assemblages. Use of the " s h e d tool,"
and indeed any technique based on the spatial distributions of artifacts, cannot be handled by note. The
anahfical procedures and results, furthermore, should not be interpreted as "correct"; statistical significance mayor may not equatewith behavioral patterning. Use of t h e e or any spatial analytical processes in
archaeology should be solidly grounded in anthropological theory and require careful and aitical
application

The work reported here reflects some of the first detailed anifact by artifact examination ofJomada
Mogollon open air scatters. The distribution inferred function of the artifacts and features encountered at
the sites documents aboriginal use of the low desert area in huntin& plant collecting and possibly
tempomy camping. Permanent or even extended use of the area, beyond a few days or weeks, is not
indicated

lob
Amajor promise of this repon has also been that surface sites can be an importantsource of information
and that, & such, they w&t
careful, responsible examination by the archaeological community.
Hopefullythe methods of datacollectionandanaiy3aoudinedin this report can help guide fume workat
op& air sites in the region.
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